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This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management
(TGM) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and the Oregon
Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), local government, and State of
Oregon funds.
The contents of this document do not necessarily reflect views or policies of the State of
Oregon.

The City of Portland complies with all non‐discrimination, Civil Rights laws including Civil Rights
Title VI and ADA Title II. To help ensure equal access to City programs, services and activities,
the City of Portland will reasonably modify policies/procedures and provide auxiliary
aids/services to persons with disabilities. Call 503-823-5185, TTY 503-823-6868 or Oregon
Relay Service: 711 with such requests, or visit http://bit.ly/13EWaCg

To obtain a copy of this document or more information about this project, please contact:
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Portland Bureau of Transportation
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Suite 800
Portland, OR 97204
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Introduction
The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize the community feedback and comment received
through the series of stakeholder engagement efforts in the Winter and Spring of 2016 for the
Growing Transit Communities Plan (GTC Plan). The contents of this document will inform the
development of the corridor needs analysis, including the identification and evaluation of candidate
projects and identifying what improvements are most important.
The main event hosted by the GTC Plan staff was on April 26, 2016. It was a general public open
house for all three transit corridors hosted at Floyd Light Middle School in East Portland. This
effort is described in more detail in this report. In addition, planning staff attended a series of
standing committees and community organizations to gather input and advertise the survey and
open house. These events are listed in the following section.
In addition, PBOT conducted on online survey. It was hosted on the PBOT website from March 7
to May 4, 2016. Link to the survey: www.surveymonkey.com/r/GTCbus. The results of this survey
area summarized in a separate companion document titled, Growing Transit Communities Plan Online
Survey Results and Analysis.
The GTC Plan is an effort to identify and
prioritize the most beneficial improvement that
would make getting to the bus and using the
bus, a safer and more convenient option along
sections of bus lines 87, 77, and 20.
The Bus line 77 study area includes NE Halsey
St from the Hollywood Transit Center (HTC) to
122nd.
The Bus line 20 study area included E Burnside
St from 82nd to 102nd, SE 102nd Ave from
Burnside to Stark, and SE Stark St from 102nd
to 162nd.
The Bus line 87 study area included NE 105th
from Sandy to Holman, NE Holman St from
105th to Airport Way, and NE Airport Way
from Holman to City Limits.
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Other Outreach and Engagement Efforts to Date
Additional stakeholder outreach engagement included the following efforts:
•

JOIN, Montavilla Neighborhood Association and Oregon Walks: Community Walk near NE
Halsey/80th and 82nd MAX station: October 26

•

Rose City Park Neighborhood Association: January 21 and February 18

•

East Portland Youth Advocates: Feb. 4

•

Portland Commission on Disability, Accessibility in the Built Environment Committee: Feb. 8

•

Drive Oregon event at the Rosewood Initiative: Feb. 16

•

Companion Animal Resource Fair at the Rosewood Initiative: Feb. 28

•

Juvenile Court: Mar. 3

•

Bus line 87 rider intercept surveying: Apr. 15

•

Pedestrian Advisory Committee: Apr. 19

•

Multnomah Education Service District (MESD) brown bag: June 8

Survey and April 26 Open House Invitation Announcement
Both the survey and open house were advertised through a variety of means and media outlets.
These include:
•

Targeted postal mailing for survey and open house invitation: 23,000+ residences and
businesses via US Postal Service mail carrier routes around study area corridors. Key
information on the flyer was translated into Spanish, Russian and Vietnamese, including a
number to call to request interpreters. See Appendix A.

•

East Portland Neighborhood Association News (EPNAN) advertisement for survey and open
house: printed newsletter delivered to approximately 58,000 addresses in East Portland around
April 15, 2016. A PDF of the newsletter is at:
http://eastportland.org/sites/default/files/2016-04_EPNAN-finalweb.pdf

•

Paper flyer handout for distribution through CAG members, interested parties and canvasing.
See Appendix B

•

Facebook advertising for online survey: PBOT, Apr. 4 – Apr. 17; TriMet, Apr. 27 – May 4

•

Facebook advertising for open house: Apr. 19 – Apr. 26

•

Email to the BPS Planning District Liaisons, ONI and the plan interested parties list with an
encouragement to forward the announcement to their distribution lists.

•

TriMet emails to line 20, 77, and 87 riders by zipcode and to TriMet Rider Panel by zipcode.
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April 26 Open House Summary
The open house event was structured so that attendees could take a staff supported, self-guided tour
of multiple display stations. Attendees were all encouraged to review the materials and provide
written feedback through a dot vote exercise, comment cards and direct comments on the map
boards. Refreshments and a light meal were provided. The Open house boards were subsequently
posted in the project website in PDF format at www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/70678.

Growing Transit Communities

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, April 26, 2016
Drop by anytime from 6 PM to 8 PM
Floyd Light Middle
School Cafeteria
10800 SE Washington St.
Portland, OR 97216
Nearby bus lines: 15 and 20
Twenty-two attendees signed in on the attendance sheets. Staff believes a couple more people
attended who did not sign the sheet. Staff received a request for language interpretation in
Vietnamese. Three attendees provided input in Vietnamese with the assistance of our language
interpreter. Attendees were asked to complete a voluntary Title VI Civil Rights survey to collect
demographic information. The results are located in Appendix C.
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City of Portland, TriMet and State of Oregon staff were available to explain and discuss the
plan materials, answer questions, and encourage citizens to vote and write down their comments,
concerns and ideas. The following staff assisted with the open house:
•
•
•
•
•
•

April Bertelsen, PBOT –
Transportation Planning
Francesca Patricolo, PBOT –
Transportation Planning
Zef Wagner, PBOT – Transportation
Planning
Kevin Donohue, PBOT –
Transportation Planning
Eric Hesse, TriMet
Terra Lingley, ODOT TGM Program
Grant Manager

Written Comment & Feedback
At the April 26 Open House, several comments were submitted on comment cards. Additional
comments were written with stickie notes directly onto the nine map boards with sticking notes at
the event. These maps displayed the three transit corridors on the GTC Plan study area. All
recorded comments are located in Appendix D. This includes additional the comments received by
email around the time of event. The comments are organized first by transit corridor for bus lines
87, 77, and 20, then organized by comment card or the specific map.
Many comments were received at prior events listed in the section on page 5. These comments are
located in Appendix E, organized by event.

Vote Exercise: Most Important Prioritization Criteria
Staff conducted a vote exercise in which stakeholders could vote for the two most important
prioritization criteria. At the April 26 Open House the voting was done through a dot exercise,
explained more below. This voting exercise was repeated with the Community Advisory Group
(CAG) and at other events when staff visited groups to inform them about the plan and get input.
The results will inform which criteria to weight more heavily in the prioritization analysis.
VOTING QUESTION FOR YOU:
Which two criteria are most important to you?
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DIRECTIONS for VOTING:
Everyone is given two dots at the door when they signed in. You may place these dots next to the
two criteria you think are most important to consider when prioritizing projects. If you want, you
may place both dots by one criteria if you feel most strongly about it.
VOTING RESULTS
The top three criteria with the most votes were:
1. Safety
2. Improves Access to Transit
3. Equity
A summary total of all the votes collected from stakeholders on the criteria most important to them
is provided in the table below. A more detailed table of voting results by group is located in
Appendix F.
How this voting will inform staff work:
•

We will combine these dot votes with the voting from our online survey and feedback from our
Community Advisory Group members and other groups we have visited to date.

•

The top few criteria with the most votes will be “weighted” heavier in our evaluation of each
project, through the ActiveTrans Priority Tool. This means they will count more than other
criteria when prioritizing projects.
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Total Votes from All Groups and Events (Excluding Online Survey Results)
Criteria

Priority
1 and 2

Improves Traffic Safety (Transportation Safety)

34

Makes it easier to get to the bus (Improves access to transit)

27

Makes it easier to get to key places (Proximity to Essential Destinations)

12

Equity. Serves Transportation Disadvantaged People and Vulnerable
Roadway Users

22

Identified previously as a community priority or in a Plan

1

Improves convenience of walking and biking in your neighborhood (Network
Connectivity Benefit)

12

Improves bus speed and reliability (Improves Transit Service and Operations)

16

Public support - Based on public comment during the planning process

2

Technical Feasibility

1

Other:
Serve the most people nearby

2

Improves personal security

5
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Appendix A: Open House & Survey Announcement Mailer
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Appendix B: Open House & Survey Announcement Handout Flyer
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Appendix C: MESD Brown Bag Event Handout Flyer
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Appendix D: Title VI Survey Results

Surveys completed by Attendees

Rose City
GTC Plan
MESD
Park NA
Open
Brown bag
Open
House
(6/8/2016)
House
(4/26/2016)
TOTAL (2/18/2016)
10
20
5
5

What is your Gender?
Female
Male
Both/ Transgender

9
11
0

What is your age?
17 or younger
18-20
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or older

0
0
1
3
1
0
5

What is your highest level of education?
High school degree or less
Some college/ technical/ community college/ 2year degree
College degree/ 4-year degree
Post graduate
What is your race or ethnicity? Please select all
that apply.
African
American Indian/ Native American/ Alaskan
Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black/ African-American
Hispanic/ Latino
Slavic
White/ Caucasian
Middle Eastern
Other:__________
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2
3
0

2
1

3
2
0

4
6
0

1
1

2

3

3

1

1

1

5
5
7

1
1
2

1
1
2

3
3
3

2

8

0
0
1
0
0
0
14
0
0

1

4

14

Do you have a disability?
Yes
No

1
14

5

1
9

1

1

Age categories for MESD event used different metrics:
Under 18
0
0
18-24
0
0
25-34
1
1
35-44
1
1
45-54
3
3
55-64
2
2
65+
3
3
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Appendix E: Public Comment from GTC Plan Open House (4/26/2016)

GTC Plan Open House (4/26/2016)

Bus Line 20
1

Thank you so much for listening. The increase to frequent service on line 20 especially on THE
WEEKENDS is very necessary. I am very happy with Line 20 service.
I filled out the online survey and my idea of improvement in my area was the "E" line. Thanks
again for listening. All of the answers that I gave on the survey were covered on the map
included in the survey (80, 81, 87,20).
East County truly does need more North/ South Service. It is very challenging. Line D would be
phenomenal. The changes to Line 21 would help with my shopping immensely. Line 87 changes
to Frequent Service have been a long time coming and needs weekend service.

2 As a driver, I strongly support the sidewalk infill on small neighborhood streets to promote
pedestrian visibility and safety, particularly in the neighborhood south of Halsey and just east of
82nd.
I really appreciate the improvements in traffic lights to facilitate the bus and pedestrian safety.
3 Sidewalks on 117 Ave.
Late night bus service on Line 20 ( A 3 AM Bus!)
4 There are many safety measures that need to be taken for the intersection at Market and 117th,
The signal needs to be improved. There are more problems with sidewalks, crosswalks, and
signals.
New shelters on this bus line.

Bus Line 20 Map Comments
Project
ID
TriMet

TriMet

Map

Comment

Map Location

Line 20 - Gateway
Area

Bus 72: Need some shelter for raining and sun
on SE 82nd Ave.

SE 82nd Ave and
Ash St

Line 20 - Gateway
Area

Remove parking or add bike lane along SE 99th
Ave at intersection with Stark St.
#20 Stop at 169th Ave/ Stark heading east
needs a bus stop bench for senior and others.
Also, a crosswalk because it's dangerous to
walk here.

SE 99th Ave and
Stark St

Line 20 - SE Stark &
162nd Ave Rosewood
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Project
ID

Map
Line 20 - SE Stark &
122nd Av Area

S-6

Line 20 - SE Stark &
122nd Av Area

Comment
Need no parking zone from SE Stark to SE
117th Ave and Washington.
Need sidewalks from Ventura Elementary
School to Mill Park Elementary School on SE
117th Ave.

Map Location
SE 117th Ave from
Stark to
Washington
SE 117th Ave from
SE Ankeny to
Stephens

Bus Line 77
1 I would like to see better displays regarding arrival- departure time at the stops. I do not use a
smart phone and thus don't have the ability to use the TriMet apps. I sometimes have to wait to
catch the #77 for 30 or more minutes in the 102nd to 122nd run on Halsey.
2 47th and Halsey intersection causes delays in service on the 77. The bus frequently rushes
through this intersection in order to "catch up" and the wide turn yields risk and makes it hard to
pick up passengers at the adjacent stop.
3 I fully support adding sidewalks to Halsey between 84th and 92nd. This stretch hinders people
from getting to the 82nd MAX stop and Fred Meyers on 102nd. The bus stops along this stretch
are inherently less safe as a result 0of no sidewalks.
4 Need shelter on station on 82nd for Bus 72. 77 for Halsey st.
5 The 60th Avenue MAX stop is a hugely important amenity to the North Tabor/Rose City Park
area, but there's no park-and-ride and it's pretty unpleasant to reach by foot or bike. So how do
we increase ridership there?
Obviously the best thing to do is to improve the walking and biking connections, and the city's
proposals do that pretty well:
- Adding bike lanes to 60th between Oregon and Hassalo would greatly improve comfort for
people biking to the MAX and across the freeway. It's very important to get this done before
these soon-to-be-up zoned properties redevelop, or we will never be able to remove the street
parking.
- Extending the curb at Willow and adding a crosswalk across what is essentially a freeway
onramp would be a massive improvement for people accessing the MAX from the east. Right
now the obtuse right turn for people excited about getting on the freeway makes it a very
dangerous corner. I wonder if more could be done with the curb here to force a sharper right
turn rather than a gentle slide across the crosswalk.
The other marking changes on 60th, such as the bike U turn, are clever.
Personally I would rather see continuous bike lanes on Halsey than curb extensions at 61st, but if
Rose City Park folks are dead set against removing the part-time parking lane (which, seriously?)
then curb extensions and full-time parking seem like a good traffic-calming Plan B.
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6 Crosswalk Marking on NE 114th and Halsey (3/15/2016)
Dear Sir:
A friend brought me a copy of the east Portland neighborhood news which included the story
about safer crossings on bus lines. I happen to live on the Bus 77 line. I have lived in my home
on NE 116th place for 58 years and have witnessed many changes. I do not drive so I must cross
busy NE Halsey to get from my corner to the other side.
There are no crosswalks from 108th to NE 122nd. I have discussed this with our neighborhood
chairman, but he is too busy with the "new" Halsey/Weidler" beautification project to bother
with it.
What I would like is a crosswalk on the corner of NE 114th (where the bus stops) and Halsey.
These are the very active buildings on the corners:
a print shop
a 7-11 store
the new David Douglas school district headquarters
a Baptist church
a popular pancake house
Traffic comes in on that corner from NE 114th---both directions and from Halsey, both
directions.
It is like taking your life in your hands to get across. How difficult would it be to at least mark
that corner with a crosswalk which would be a safe thing for those trying to cross? What I do
now is get l/2 of the distance across Halsey and then wait for the traffic from the oncoming
direction to pass. Not very safe, but there is no option.
Thank you very much for your consideration.

Bus Line 77 Map Comments
Project
ID

TriMet

X-25

S-11

TriMet

Map

Comment

Map Location

Line 77 - NE Halsey
& 82nd Ave Area

Would like the #77 to stop on west side of
82nd and make it easier to get the 72 going
south.

NE 82nd Ave and
Jonesmore St

Line 77 - NE Halsey
& 82nd Ave Area

Cars parking on both sides of the street, there's
no flashing light at the crosswalk. It's hard for
drivers to spot pedestrian's when it's dark.

NE Halsey St and
NE 88th Ave

Line 77 - NE Halsey
& 82nd Ave Area

NE 84th to 92nd Ave along Halsey St is very
unsafe for pedestrians. Sidewalks should be a
priority. You either risk your safety or lose time
if you're trying to get to the 82nd MAX stop.

NE 84th to 92nd
on Halsey

Line 77 - NE HalseyWeidler (100th122nd)
Line 77 - NE HalseyWeidler (100th122nd)

Need more frequency service, especially
between 82nd and 122nd on the #77. Also,
earlier hours on the weekends.
Need bike lane on NE 102nd Ave north of
Halsey.
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Project
ID

Map
Line 77 - NE HalseyWeidler (100th122nd)
Line 77 - NE HalseyWeidler (100th122nd)
Line 77 - NE HalseyWeidler (100th122nd)
Line 77 - NE HalseyWeidler (100th122nd)

X-33

TS-7

Comment

Map Location

Need a way for bikes to get through Gateway
MAX to I-205 trail without coming onto MAX
station.

Gateway Transit
Center and I-205
path

Need "Sharrows" from Gateway Transit Center
through shopping mall to roads.

NE 102nd Ave and
Halsey Area

Need a pedestrian crossing beacon at NE 126th
Ave and Halsey.

NE 126th Ave and
Halsey

Need a better safety light at NE 122nd Ave and
Halsey

NE 122nd Ave and
Halsey

Bus Line 87
1 Run #87 seven days a week.
2
Line 87 changes to Frequent Service have been a long time coming and needs weekend service.
3 #87 needs to run 24/7. You have NO idea of the people who want to work there. I walked 1 1/4
mile to and from work off of Airport Way. The Sandy bus came along, eventually. 87 only runs
limited times - long wait times. Walk baby walk!
Also, North-South bus lines are crucial. Trimet has some new things (Hop Pass) coming out in
2017. Count on this - Rockwood, Gresham, East County will NOT be going to Drs, Church, family
and friends. It takes me 4.5-5 hours to get to my Post Office on 122nd and Sandy, and come
home. Also, there needs to be some kind of at least overhead safety. When it HAILS< MAD
RAINS, women and kids are stuck. Nowhere.

Bus Line 87 Map Comments
Project
ID

TS-1

Map

Comment

Map Location

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

How about a 2 stage left for bikes here
(Copenhagen left)

NE Airport Way
and NE 122nd Ave

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

Getting left off of NE Airport Way to NE 122nd
Ave in order to reach Marine Dr is scary. Need
better intersection and slower speeds.

NE Airport Way
and NE 122nd Ave

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

Need to reduce speed limit on NE Airport Way.
45 would have been ok when rural, but now it's
a dense, urban area.

NE Airport Way

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

Add more lighted ped on 122.

NE 122nd Ave
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Project
ID

Map

Comment

Map Location

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

Need painted cross walk across NE Ainsworth extremely wide road opening.

NE Airport Way
and NE Ainsworth
Cir

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

Add a concrete buffer were I-205 path dumps
onto NE Airport Way bike lane to protect from
cars off I-205.

NE Airport Way
and I-205 Bike
Path

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

Need a path north from Cascade MAX to NE
Airport Way, especially with new buffered bike
lane on Marine Dr.

Cascade MAX
Station and NE
Airport Way.

S-3

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

Make sure curb cut here for bikes on and off
the I-205 path. Also, a crossing is needed.

B-4

Line 87 - Aiport Wy
West - NE Holman

Need bike lane on Alderwood Rd on south side
of street under overpass.

NE Holman St and
I-205 Bike Path
NE Alderwood Rd
and I-205 Bike
Path

Line 87 - Airport Wy
East - NE Mason

Need crosswalk from NE 158th to Marine Dr
Trail.
The bus stop is in the dirt. More regular
service. A scary stop. Lighting and a shelter.
Industrial but bus stop needed in this area to
get people to work.

X-1

Line 87 - Airport Wy
East - NE Mason

S-7

TriMet

NE 158th and
Marine Dr Trail

Ne 158th and
Sandy Blvd

Line 87 - Airport Wy
Middle - NE 138th

These sidewalks need improvement.

Line 87 - Airport Wy
Middle - NE 138th

Need crosswalk from Cross Levy to Marine Dr
Trail.

NE 138th Ave
from Sandy Blvd
to Airport Way
Cross Levy Trail
and Marine Dr
Trail

Line 87 - Airport Wy
Middle - NE 138th

Need crosswalk to Marine Dr Trail from NE
148th Ave.

NE 148th Ave and
Marine Dr Trail

Line 87 - Airport Wy
Middle - NE 138th

Run the bus 7 days a week.
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Appendix F: Public Comment from Other Events

JOIN (10/26/2015)
Community Walk near NE Halsey/80th and 82nd MAX station
Notes/ Ideas

Bus Line 77
Location
Notes
1 Jonesmore and 82nd (West side
Pedestrian walk signal is out
of street)
2
1. Needs to be squared off, 2. Traffic calming, 3. reduce radius, 4.
81st and Wasco St
Important because it's a connection to where a lot of people live.,
5. legal crossing
3
82nd MAX Station

4 Clackamas between 76th and
81st
5 Halsey and 81st Intersection
Bend
6 81st and Clackamas (East side of
street)
7
Halsey between 75th and 80th
8

Intersection of Jonesmore and
82nd

9
Halsey and 74th Ave
10 NE Halsey between 73rd Ave and
80th Ave
11
NE Halsey and 77th
12
SE Corner of 82nd and
Jonesmore
13 82nd Ave between Jonesmore
and Wasco
14
82nd and Wasco
15
82nd and MAX line
16
82nd MAX Station
17
82nd Ave MAX Station

1. Like the drop-off zone, 2. Garbage behind fence where
potential e-fare area may go, 3. Antique phone booth is ugly,
Elevator often doesn't work (ADA accessibility issue), 4. Art lights
are out, 5. Scarcity of trash cans, 6. News boxes abandoned and
unkempt
No street lights (needed)
Safer crossing needed
Missing sidewalk
People speed around the corner so speed bumps or tables, or
rumble strips might be needed. Speeds, Lanes.
1. Pedestrian walk signal walk phase light out, 2. Also need a
longer walk phase (people don’t have time to cross before cars
start driving)
One crosswalk on west side
Road diet? Bike Lanes? Medians?
Crossing?
Placemaking
Gap between the two crossings
Autos block intersection
Old arrival signs
Trash
elevators lighting, aesthetics, and trash cans
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18
19
20

82nd and Jonesmore
Pedestrian scramble? Another crosswalk? LPI?
Halsey and Jonesmore
Crosswalk to nowhere
80th between Halsey and
Holladay AND Holladay between
Potential for bike route
80th and 84th
21 81st between Tillamook and
Schuyler AND Schuyler between
80th and 81st AND 81st between
Potential for bike route
Schuyler and unmaintained road
that connects to 82nd
22 81st ave between Halsey Fork
Traffic Calming, no crossing, radius needs to be addressed,
and Clackamas
23 Halsey between 84th and 80th
Bike - dangerous riding on on-ramp
24 Corner of Clackamas and 81st
Real sidewalk extending through the parking lot to 82nd
25 NE portion of bend on 81st
between Halsey Fork and
Keep greenery
Clackamas
26 Clackamas between 80th and
Sidewalks on north and south sides
81st
27 Corner of Clackamas and 81st
Sidewalk in front of Eastern Cathay
Notes from Walk to Improve Access to Transit Around the NE 82nd MAX Station
28 Group walked South from Join
on 81st and Wasco, turned
Notes from South end of the MAX station: 1. Group had trouble
North on 82nd Ave and
crossing to the West side (even with pedestrian signal), 2. Don't
crossed to the east side of the walk signal is working but the white crossing signal is out, 3.
street. Group proceeded North Crossing time is very short. Longer time needed because you
to the 82nd MAX Station and
can only make the median before traffic comes (Observations:
then tried to cross to the west bikes on sidewalk, very loud, emergency vehicles)
side of 82nd.
29
Notes: Not a public right of way, but the most direct route to
neighborhood from MAX stop. Group has witnessed many
people use this route and cross the nearly double blind curve of
81st between Halsey and Wasco. Parking lot cross-through.
Group walked South and
Worn path where a sidewalk could lead to NE Halsey.
turned West through Eastern
Participant comments: reasonable safe from one direction, not
Cathay restaurant parking lot.
the other. No sidewalks on either side of the driveway. Slow
down traffic with crosswalk in painted "useless" area at
intersection of Halsey and 81st. Fire-friendly speed bumps,
rumble strips, look at sight lines.
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30
Group walked south from 81st
to the 77 bus stop near 81st
and Clackamas.

Water drainage issue at 77 stop across from Join. Pavement
there makes a kind of sidewalk the public uses. From 77 stop
hard to see left and right traffic coming from either direction.
Ideas: Marked cross walk near 77 stop, curb ramp, sight lines
consideration, slow people before they turn. NE Clackamas is a
major pedestrian route into the neighborhood.

31 The group crossed the street
Lack of street lighting and sidewalks. A lot of parked cars during
from the #77 bus stop West to
the day. There are sidewalk connections a block in.
NE Clackamas St.
Additional Notes
1 The group reconvened inside Join to look at a map and identify areas of concern and
opportunity.
Concerns: 74th crossing. 84th and Halsey. Halsey over-crossing safe until on-ramp. Crossing one
side signal needs. 82nd and Wasco crossing people blocking intersection traffic backing up. NE
Clackamas street lights. “Dash of death” open hours 100 people cross there. Needs to slow traffic
at both ends. J-walking wall is uninviting by MAX stop. Opportunity: Eastside and Westside
entrance to MAX. Screen needed for arrival times @ MAX station, something hope TriMet
includes in the station upgrade.
2 Other opportunities: Ways to reduce the radius of turns. Moving #77 bus stop at 81st and
Clackamas to new spot where the green tree area is now. Put a sidewalk by the restaurant where
trees are now. Speed bump or rumble pad to slow traffic in both directions. Easement on North
side of restaurant. Crossing on 77th and Halsey, center median, grass and trees, potential “adopt
a landscape” area. 81st Ave curb extensions to follow the demand path. Bus stop curb extension.
“T” Intersection option at Halsey and 81st. Concrete by MAX could have potential to fill with
planters, improve aesthetics. Move Halsey bus stops to where crossings are. Trash receptacles.
Retain some greenery but make it unfriendly for camping (such as with boulders). Keep #77 bus
stop at Wasco. Better crosswalk at Wasco and 81st
3 Additional Notes: Tillamook bikeway good until 82nd then connection break down to and thru
Gateway Green. Grant app for connection good. Like bike lanes on Halsey on overpass structure.
Halsey from 82nd -74th no enhanced crossing (need). Halsey: can reduce speed limit? Halsey at
overpass split, square off intersection w/ curb extension and storm water facility.

Rose City Park (2/28/2016)
Notes
Question
Respondent
#1

What is missing and what
should we change?

Which two or three of the
projects on the map should be
a priority for the City?
Parking on Halsey full-time.
Safer freeway access along
60th Ave.
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Please share any
additional feedback
about the Plan:
I live at the
intersection of 57th
and Halsey. I see
many accidents from
people taking left
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turns from Halsey to
57th. Recommend a
not left turn on
Halsey.
Respondent
#2

There needs to be at least
one side of 60th as a
widened pedestrian
sidewalk right away to
provide safe access to the
60th St MAX station. The
current situation is
untenable for the multitude
of commuters who need to
access this station; this
improvement can't wait the
years or decades to occur as
a piecemeal, developerdriven process. The city, in
collaboration with RCPNA
and local 60th St residents
needs to make this a funded
project that can happen as
soon as possible. It may also
be that Trimet would be
willing to contribute to this
process to make access to
their station safer.

1. 60th St sidewalk widening
and making safer for
pedestrians. 2. Halsey St
vehicular safety - return the
length of Halsey St between
47th and 57th to one lane of
traffic in each direction, with
permanent street parking on
each side.

Respondent
#3

1. NE Halsey double right
harder only. 2. Bike
improvements through 60th. 3.
Crosswalks at 60th and Halsey.

Respondent
#4

1. Address intersection at NE
60th and Halsey for pedestrian
improvement and easier left
turn to both when heading
west on Halsey. 2. No turn onto
60th from Halsey to reduce cutthru traffic.
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I love that these
transit upgrades are
being discussed in
the context of the
larger land use and
zoning changes. This
is a process that
should be replicated
elsewhere.

Great improvement
overall.
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Juvenile Court (3/3/2016)
Notes/ Ideas

Bus Line 20
1 Personal security around bus stops. Dark, need lighting and shelter. "We don't go out at night).
174th Line 20.
2 More north and south routes on 162nd and 122nd.
3 Mall 205 (Line 20) crossing is confusing.
4 Gresham stops for line 20 at Don Pedro's and Rockwood.
5 162nd going east needs a light at the stop if front of Dutch Bros.

Bus Line 77
More room for bikes and cars.
6 Across street needs a sidewalk, green space, people cross street to other sidewalk, dangerous
crossing (no signs telling people where to cross).
7 Lighting by green space at night.
8 No crosswalk will show me where.
9 Cars parked on east side at the end. Too narrow and presents opportunities for a bike lane
instead.
10 Information about how to use bus line in Spanish in the lobby for clients. People coming in from
all over. Large map saying where you are (question of who maintains). 200 people daily (not
employees).
11

Bus shelters on both sides. Parking on side of parking lot is unsafe. Speed is a problem because
people drive fast down the hill. Crosswalk striped at both ends would be nice.

12
Crosswalk over 68th and Halsey. Like the 60th Ave crossing and the need to improve sight lines.
13 Pedestrian bridge might be beneficial.

Multnomah Education Service District (6/8/2016)
Notes/ Ideas

Bus Line 87
1

About Holman, future of Slue. Great if it had bike lanes. I use a bike to work every day.
Switched to avoid hill because there's no bike lane. Too scary. No real way to get across.

2

Often ride the same route and go both ways (to and from) on the sidewalk (narrow).
Refuce to use bike lane, too few pedestrians. Going against traffic.

Growing Transit Communities Plan
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3

People tell me, a substitute to biking, use public transit to get here. Ride the MAX mostly
and get off at Cascade station. I'll walk Holman - huge loop. Unsafe going around curbs
without sidewalks. It would be easier if there was some sort of path and make the MAX
more accessible.

4

Cascades station from Rose station is equidistant

5

Shorter to go over freeway pass

6

Well defined path but do not use because it's longer

7

TriMet not here today which is unfortunate. I suggest that this route should go to Cascade
station. Minutes trip. If connect it would connect to the red line and future express bus to
Vancoucer. Glenn Jackson bridge, cars with Washington plates, constantly backed up
traffic. No connection there. Yes to Parko Station; connection would shorten route and
allow frequent service. I have placed that idea on several questionaires but it never shows
up. This is a TriMet issue

8

Want something done in September

9

Stop by Burger King was/is once an hour

10

Yeah but they have increased it's frequency two one every 30 minutes

11

Constant risky challenge of freeway bus challenge, 30 min stuck. Can't put an island, can't
change lanes, bus is trapped. No solution except better connections at those two stations

12

W & E bound doesn't match, pretty useless, no service: outbound and inbound. Modified
at airport way - SKETCH (see paper gathered of sketch) of solution.

13

Use to be a stop on the other side of 81st

14

Stop at Median? Cross walk at Ainsworth Circle

15

Use Ainsworth Cirlce to stay out of right lane

16

Look at big picture … tends to look at small minute things.

17

Moving the traffic over better for Oregonians but not for Washington folks

18

Faster transit to Vancoucer would be better

19

Better message if there was a stop at Ainsworth Circle. If the goal is to increase ridership,
would be more appealing.

20

Tell use more about Columbia Slue Trail

21

Marine Trail really nice, miles of bike or walk in either direction, nice set up now

Growing Transit Communities Plan
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21

If it were built where it meet the i-205 freeway and connects to Ainsworth Circle I would
use it everday

23

on 122nd, goes under rail road and narrows. South bound had no room for bicycles. Tiny
small pedestrian tunnel, obscured by vegetation: blackberry bushes, problem with railroad
crossing

24

Do they listen if a nuisance: Glenn Wide Dr?

25

Speaking of walking… Heading West, crossing Airport Way to Holman, four lanes, 2
straight and as a pedestrian, there's a walk signal but right turn, cars don't look for
pedestrians. Want a flashing yellow.

26

Either side is bad/horrible to get over the bridge

27

Yes to no right turn on red

28

Problem: have a green light and a walk light

29

Need a signal at Ainsworth Ciricle, Sketch Proposal - Signal allows for crosswalk and bus
stop near side then signal can be made to allow bus to bypass that que and get over left to
turn on Holman. Solves two problems. Safer crossing.

30

Ainsworth Circle itself, the entrance is so wide, bike lane disappears, scary. Cars crashing
constant. Nothing to slow people down. East bound cars don't see you. It's so wide cars
can turn pretty fast and width is not pedestrian friendly

31

Cars can turn at 35 mph

32

Definitions differ from our department to yours: regarding priorities

33

Much more work with Washington to be more cooperative with Vancouver, C-Tran

34

Most potential because of new BRT

35

Rapid transit to mall would be a great infrastructure to get cars off the road
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